Global Policy Internships
Global Policy offers unpaid project-based internships. They suit globally minded,
inquisitive, and ambitious self-starters keen to develop their administrative and editorial
skills, and to broaden their knowledge on specific global policy challenges.
Overseen and guided by the editorial core team, internship usually involve
commissioning, editing, and overseeing the online serialization and publication of a Global
Policy e-book. We are also open to considering alternative projects interns may like to
complete and welcome creative ideas.
The internship will last for 6-9 months and would ideally suit ongoing or recent MA, MSC or
PhD students looking to develop skills outside of academia. We envisage a maximum of five
hours work per week. The positions are unpaid and voluntary.
In return for your input, we will add value to your CV, develop your understanding of global
policy issues and offer you an insight into the fast-moving world of print and online
academic journals. You will decide the e-book’s focus, be accredited as its Editor(s) and
develop your networks through its production process.
For those interested, there is also the opportunity to contribute to Global Policy’s online
content. This could take the form of short blogs or a longer piece to be designed in
collaboration with the editorial team.
If this sounds like something you may be keen to undertake, please contact with Tom Kirk
(Online@global-policy.com). We require a short CV, a few sentences on why you would like
to work for Global Policy, a 400 word e-book or project outline, and a 1000 word writing
sample. Potential candidates will be invited to interview.
Please bear in mind that this is a mobile role, with no fixed place of work. Interns are
required to have access to the internet. Furthermore, we wish interns to be largely in charge
of their own schedules and, when required, to be able work towards fixed deadlines.
However, we are aware that interns will have other commitments, and we will do
everything possible to accommodate interns’ own deadlines.

